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DEPARTMENT PROCEDURE MANUAL 

 
 

Category: Respiratory 

Subject: Lung Scan on a Pregnant Patient 
 

 

The case must be reviewed with the nuclear medicine physician before performing the lung scan.  

The physician should be informed that the patient is pregnant and whether or not the patient has had a 

recent chest x-ray. 

 

1. The patient will inhale the technegas to half the count rate of a regular lung scan.  The 

patient should take one normal breath of technegas and then be monitored with the radiation 

thermo metre.  The readings over the lungs should be 1mRem/hr, or less!!  Proceed with 

caution when taking more than one breath.  It is very important not to over breathe the patient 

with technegas. 

 

2. Once the patient has been ventilated with technegas, acquire the 8 ventilation images to 100k 

counts.  Acquire views: ANT VENT, POST VENT, LAO VENT, RPO VENT, LLAT VENT, 

RLAT VENT, LPO VENT, and RAO VENT.  Note the time taken for the POST ventilation 

image.  Also, if patient can tolerate it, acquire a 10-minute ventilation SPECT scan. 

 

3. Once all ventilation images have been acquired and checked on Hermes, the patient is injected 

with 3 mCi (111MBq) of 
99m

Tc MAA.  The MAA can be made with the usual amount of 

activity outlined in the product monograph and used within the usual expiration time noted on 

the product label.  Acquire all 8 perfusion images to 400k counts.  The views are the same as 

the ventilation: ANT PERF, POST PERF, LAO PERF, RPO PERF, LLAT PERF, RLAT PERF, 

LPO PERF and RAO PERF.  Note the time taken for the POST image.  The POSTERIOR 

PERFUSION image should be equal to or less than the POSTERIOR VENTILATION 

image.  Please consult with the Nuclear Medicine physician if the perfusion image does not meet 

this criterion.  Proceed with the 6-minute perfusion SPECT scan. 

 

4. The physician may not request a chest x-ray after reviewing the lung scan. 


